**Job Description**

“Development of necessary intermediate Application for linking Aadhaar Enabled Biometric attendance report to MCL Coal Net server and to provide support for the AEBAS at MCL Hq”. The Total awarded value is Rs. 7,00,056.00 for a period of One year.

नियुक्त कंपनी National Informatics Centre Service Inc. (NICSI)

**Approved By**

Director (Per), MCL

**Brief Reason**

The Aadhaar Enabled Biometric Attendance System (AEBAS) is being implemented as per directive of the Govt. of India under the Digital India Program vide Ref No: NIC(OSC)/BAS/1035 dated 29.11.2014.

AEBAS has been implemented at MCL Hq, MCL BBSR & MINREM and under process of implementation at all units of MCL.

It is observed that to fully integrate the AEBAS system with MCL payroll system, an intermediate Application for linking AEBAS report to MCL Coal Net server is required. The AEBAS system is running on servers of UIDAI and NIC and the same is managed by NIC. We don’t have any other option to get the work done through other agency.

Hence work was awarded to NIC on nomination basis for “Development of necessary intermediate Application for linking Aadhaar Enabled Biometric attendance report to MCL Coal Net server and to provide support for the AEBAS at MCL Hq” for period of one year.